
Puzzle  "John Harvard" 

Instructions: Guess the words defined by 
the cryptic clues (words vary in length 
from four to nine letters, and four  are 
capitalized), then enter them in the grid 
one after another in the same order as their 
clues, starting in the upper left corner. 
Across words that don't end at the right 
continue on the next row, and down words 
that don't end at the bottom continue in the 
next column. Ten across words and nine 
down words won't fit in the grid unless 
one of their letters is removed. Those 
nineteen letters spell a three-word phrase 
related to the title of this puzzle. (Thanks to 
Kevin Wald '93 for test-solving and editing 
this puzzle.) 
 
Across 
1. Adam and girl burst into song 
2. Call to get into formation like soldiers 
3. Loose peat surrounds copper vessel 
4. Joking about one small handrail 
5. Support Gore according to the rules 
6. Conservative and unfruitful but decent 
7. Seed after end of big downpour 
8. Put off removing first of feral animals 
9. Clever apes initially do it about right 
10. Marsh bird eating rabbit's head, then 

possum's heart 
11. Place with comfort and delight 
12. Writing mostly for those in favor 
13. Apparently about an original source 
14. A sudden outburst of colossal voices 
15. Philosophical principle embracing origin of 

root tuber 
16. Peculiar chair looks at first unlike its mirror 

image 
17. Not going to lose time by dragging 
18. City within a city is in an unaltered state 
19. Small vessel's range 
20. Impress alien with eastern property 
21. Servant prepared cut of meat without energy 
22. Range beyond your hearing 

Down 
1. Headdress worn by seaman and warrant 

officer 
2. Painter's strange breakdown 
3. Told to change for high table 
4. Border city's king becomes quiet 
5. Foreshadow demise following wine 
6. Hear badly after end of memorial for 

composer 
7. Big cat loses heart in row 
8. Having it within range, blasted rock 
9. Contrapuntal flag-waving around union 
10. Medicine's leader made run for stage 
11. Companion eating wax to get thin 
12. Ties a ribbon around a dress 
13. Dog swallows large wad of tobacco 
14. Animal and child at a play center 
15. Small morning vessel or skiff 
16. Belgian monastery located in major valley 
17. Born in old barn 
18. Drunken Dolores abandons English and 

talks gibberish 
19. Vessel in front oven 
20. It's a rising wine-growing region 
21. Little bits and penny pieces 
22. Dash face pain! 

  
 

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           


